Dear CNC colleagues, I’m reaching out for your help.
I just upgraded my PC to a 64-bit Win 10.
So I had to say goodbye to my old controllbox since it only was working with Parallel cable.
Invested in a PoKey57CNC and it works great on my CNC, except for one thing….
I do have a OX CNC with two motors on the Y axis where the “Y motor” is master and the “A motor”
is slave.
Running Mach3 latest version (.066) – All in Metric system
The issue I have is when I’m trying to use the macro “Center probe inside diameter Metric Version”
There are 2 issues actually:
1. When I start the macro it goes to the left, slow and nice, touches the edge, stops and then it
rapidly goes far to the right not stopping when the probe touches the right edge of the hole.
2. When it comes to the Y axis calibration for the hole it seems that the “slave” axis won’t work.
Only the “Y” motor moves a few step before machine crashes. The “A” motor won’t move.
This is the scrip I use (HossProbing set). Made a copy of it from my old Win 7 setup.( Was
working perfect) and now it doesn’t .
******************************
Rem VBScript To center probe inside a pipe For Metric meassurment
If GetOemLed (825) <> 0 Then 'Check to see if the probe is already grounded or faulty
Code "(Probe plate is grounded, check connection and try again)"
Else
FeedCurrent = GetOemDRO(818) 'Get the current settings
XCurrent = GetDro(0)
YCurrent = GetDro(1)
Code "G4 P1" 'Pause 1 second to give time to position probe plate
Code "F100" 'slow feed rate to 4 ipm 100mm
Rem Probe Left
XNew = Xcurrent - 30 'probe to left 30mm
Code "G31 X" &XNew
While IsMoving() 'wait for the move to finish
Wend
XPos1 = GetVar(2000) 'get the probe touch location
Code "G0 X" &XCurrent 'rapid move back to start point
Rem Probe Right
XNew = XCurrent + 30 'probe to right 30mm
Code "G31 X" &XNew
While IsMoving()
Wend
XPos2 = GetVar(2000)
XCenter = (XPos1 + XPos2) / 2 'center is midway between XPos1 and XPos2
Code "G0 X" &XCenter 'rapid move to the x center location

Rem Probe up
YNew = YCurrent + 30
Code "G31 Y" &YNew
While IsMoving()
Wend
YPos1 = GetVar(2001)
Code "G0 Y" &YCurrent
Rem Probe down
YNew = Y+ACurrent - 30 ' A bör bort
Code "G31 Y" &YNew
While IsMoving()
Wend
YPos2 = GetVar(2001)
YCenter = (YPos1 + YPos2) / 2

Rem move To the center
Code "G0 Y" &YCenter
While IsMoving ()
Wend
Code "F" &FeedCurrent 'restore starting feed rate
DoOEMButton ( 1008 )
DoOEMButton ( 1009 )
End If
**************************
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